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The Minerals Management Service (MMS), Gulf of Mexico OCS Region, announces the availability of a new study report, *Full-Water Column Currents Near the Sigsbee Escarpment (91-92°W. Longitude) and Relationships with the Loop Current and Associated Warm- and Cold-Core Eddie*.

As industry migrates towards deepwater exploration, the need to characterize the deepwater environments of the Gulf of Mexico has become increasingly important. Louisiana State University deployed four full-water column moorings in the Gulf of Mexico in February 2000 and removed the last mooring in June 2004. These moorings were designed to measure current, along with temperature, salinity, and pressure at various depths throughout the water column. The first two moorings, Deployments 1 and 2, were located on top of the Sigsbee Escarpment in approximately 2,200 m (7,216 feet) of water. These two mooring were combined to form a single time series. The last two moorings, Deployments 3 and 4, were positioned at the base of the Sigsbee Escarpment in approximately 3,000 m (9,840 feet) of water. Strongest surface currents occurred when the Loop Current or Loop Current eddies (both anticyclonic and cyclonic) flowed near or over the mooring. Of the 24 events investigated in detail, 4 of the events showed surface to bottom coherence in flow, which corresponded with the intensification of a Loop Current frontal eddy cyclone in close proximity to the mooring. Relatively strong bottom currents to the northeast occurred when a large warm-core anticyclonic Loop Current eddy (ring) passed south of the mooring.
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